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ABSTRACT
A system and method for telemetrically collecting on-road vehicle diagnostic data. In one embodiment, the method includes collecting vehicle diagnostic data from service shops, on-road vehicles and warranty records, aggregating the collected data and extracting knowledge therefrom. The extracted knowledge can be used to enhance algorithms on-board vehicles or at service centers so as to better identify vehicle faults and provide enhanced diagnostics and prognostics. The enhanced algorithms can then be used to provide predictive maintenance suggestions, provide troubleshooting assistance or provide vehicle design improvements.
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TELEMATICS-ENABLED AGGREGATED VEHICLE DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to a system and method for collecting on-road vehicle data and, more particularly, to a system and method for collecting data from on-road vehicles, providing data aggregation and knowledge extraction from the collected data and providing enhanced fault isolation and predicted maintenance services from the extracted knowledge.

2. Discussion of the Related Art

Modern vehicles typically include several systems that are designed to increase vehicle safety, increase driver comfort, increase driver convenience, etc. As more and more such systems are added to vehicles, vehicle electronics, devices and electrical systems are becoming much more complex. Many electrical, control and software related faults associated with vehicle systems are intermittent or may only occur under certain conditions. Thus, a problem that a vehicle customer may experience on the road may not be able to be duplicated when the vehicle is taken to a service provider. This results in vehicle system, sub-system and component diagnosis and prognosis being much more difficult. Because a service technician may not be able to duplicate a problem, it is generally not possible to trouble shoot the problem for these situations. Further, because of the number of components and devices employed in these vehicle systems, it is generally a challenge to define all of the fault conditions for these components and devices that may exist. As a result, there is a significant number of service reports stating no trouble found (NTF) or customer concern not duplicated.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the teachings of the present invention, a system and method are disclosed for telemetrically collecting on-road vehicle diagnostic data. In one embodiment, the method includes collecting vehicle diagnostic data from service shops, on-road vehicles and warranty records, aggregating the collected data and extracting knowledge therefrom. The extracted knowledge can be used to enhance algorithms on-board vehicles or at service centers so as to better identify vehicle faults and provide enhanced diagnostics and prognostics. The enhanced algorithms can then be used to provide predictive maintenance suggestions, provide trouble shooting assistance or provide vehicle design improvements.

Additional features of the present invention will become apparent from the following description and appended claims, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a network including a vehicle having a wireless communications system for transmitting vehicle data of the operation of the vehicle while the vehicle is on the road, according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 2 is a flow chart diagram showing a process for acquiring and using data collected telematically from a vehicle, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

The following discussion of the embodiments of the invention directed to a system and method for telemetrically acquiring vehicle data while the vehicle is on the road is merely exemplary in nature, and is in no way intended to limit the invention or its applications or uses.

The present invention proposes a process for collecting vehicle data while the vehicle is on the road, and using the data to provide fault detection and preventative maintenance. The process involves three major steps including remotely collecting data from on-road vehicles, identifying shared fault symptoms and common failure precursors through mining of the data, and providing enhanced fault isolation and predictive maintenance service. Collecting the data includes continuously uploading data from on-road vehicles, including parametric data and abstract data, such as trouble or diagnostic codes. Collecting the data can also include uploading vehicle repair information from service shops, such as dealers, subscribed garages, etc. Further, the best trouble shooting practices can be uploaded from service shops. For extracting the knowledge, the data is mined at an appropriate location to identify shared symptoms and common precursors for the same or similar repairs. Various techniques can be employed for the data mining including, but not limited to, association rule learning, decision trees, and other data mining and pattern recognition methods. The data can be converted into knowledge represented by an inference engine or a service procedure. Any suitable case based reasoning procedure can be employed, such as a Bayesian network. Providing service can include providing trouble shooting assistance to technicians and service shops. Service procedures can be updated through publicisation. Inference engines can be used at OEM technician support centers to answer phone calls. Further, service can provide predictive maintenance suggestions to vehicle owners, individuals, fleet managers, etc. Service features can also include providing design improvement suggestions to OEMs.

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a communication network including a vehicle having a wireless communications system. A vehicle controller receives various signals from vehicle systems, sub-systems and components, and collects diagnostic codes and other signals from these systems and devices that identify the operation of the vehicle. The data can be provided to the wireless communications system that will broadcast the data to an appropriate facility consistent with the discussion herein. Information and other data concerning vehicle diagnosis and prognosis can also be sent to the facility from other facilities, such as service shops, warranty records facilities, etc. The information sent to the facility concerning vehicle diagnostics and prognostics is not limited to a particular facility, a particular number of vehicles, a particular type of vehicle, etc., but is only limited by the amount and type of information that is desired to be received consistent with the discussion herein.

FIG. 2 is a flow chart diagram showing a process for collecting vehicle data and analyzing the data, according to an embodiment of the present invention. At box 32, vehicle data is collected from service shops, such as the service shop, when a vehicle is repaired or otherwise serviced. This data can include various things, such as vehicle identification number (VIN), parametric or abstract vehicle data, root cause data, problem resolution information, maintenance records, etc. Further, data is also collected from on-road vehicles, such as the vehicle, at box 34. As discussed above, data can be continuously collected on the vehicle, and continuously transmitted to the data facility, or can be collected when a problem is perceived where the data could be transmitted just before the problem and during the problem. The data col-
lected from on-road vehicles can include the VIN, parametric or abstract vehicle data, time stamps, etc. Further, data from warranty records can be collected at box 36, such as when the vehicle goes into the repair shop for warranty service or other warranty information that is available. This data can include the VIN, parametric or abstract vehicle data, root cause data, labor codes, etc.

The collected data from the three identified locations is then transmitted or sent to a particular facility, such as the facility 18, where it is automatically aggregated and knowledge is extracted therefrom at box 38. This automatic aggregation of the data collected from the various sources and the knowledge extraction can be performed in any suitable manner to identify shared symptoms and common precursors for similar repairs. Various processes and algorithms can be used, such as association rule learning, support vector machine operations, and other data mining and pattern recognition techniques. Thus, if symptoms have been seen and documented before, and adequately corrected, then the same service procedures can be used again for the new vehicle with the same problem.

When a technician is working on a new vehicle with an old problem he can access the data base by any suitable manner to look for that problem to determine the proper fix for the vehicle. At box 40, the data that has been collected and extracted by the various learning algorithms discussed above can then be used either in an on-board or off-board manner using enhanced diagnosis and prognosis algorithms that are used to identify vehicle problems. For example, the algorithms that may be on a vehicle that are used to look at diagnostic codes and vehicle information to determine whether a problem exists can be upgraded using information that has been collected from other vehicles that may identify the same problem from the same symptoms. Further, algorithms that are used at dealerships or other service locations can also be enhanced where a vehicle symptom can be put into the database to identify a particular vehicle problem to allow the technician to more readily and more easily correct the problem. The extracted knowledge can be used by an inference engine or other service procedure using, for example, case based reasoning, Bayesian networks, rule database techniques or other reasoning engines.

Now that the algorithms have been upgraded to provide better vehicle service either on-board the vehicle or at the service facility, the enhanced algorithm can be used in various manners. For example, the algorithms can be used to provide predictive maintenance suggestions to vehicle owners at box 42. Particularly, if the vehicle sees a combination of signals that has been known in the past to come before a particular problem, a suitable warning light or other attention device can be provided that lets the vehicle owner know that service should be provided before the actual problem occurs. In this situation, the technician at the service center will be able to look at the vehicle controller to know what specific potential problem may happen. Additionally, the algorithms can provide trouble shooting assistance to technicians who are attempting to fix a problem when a vehicle owner brings a vehicle into a service center at box 44. This can be accomplished in various ways, such as updating service procedures through web publications, distributing inference engines, through software updates or otherwise, through tools, such as tech-2 devices, and using an inference engine and OEM technician support centers to answer phone calls. Further, the information relating to potential vehicle problems from the enhanced algorithms can be used by OEMs to provide design improvements at box 46.

A number of examples can be given to show some of the benefits of the invention as described above. One example includes fault isolation where a significant number of field vehicles experience the co-occurrence of various problems, such as ECU performance DTC codes, lost communication DTC codes and weak ignition. The service shop can use this information to first check the battery status if the combination of ECU performance DTCs and lost communication DTCs appear on a vehicle. Further, failure prediction can be performed as discussed above, such as a significant number of field vehicles experiencing certain combinations of DTC codes or certain time-series patterns of battery current/voltage within two months for a no-start situation. The failure prediction software can alert the vehicle owner to have the battery checked if these faults occur. For design improvement, if a particular vehicle line experiences battery state of charge deterioration for a popular/regular driving pattern, such as 10-40 miles weekday driving and less than 10 miles weekend driving, the algorithm can suggest a revision of generator size or battery size for the vehicle line.

The foregoing discussion disclose and describes merely exemplary embodiments of the present invention. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from such discussion and from the accompanying drawings and claims that various changes, modifications and variations can be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for collecting and analyzing vehicle data, said method comprising:
   collecting data from service shops;
   collecting data from on-road vehicles using wireless communications, where the vehicles use a microprocessor for monitoring and transmitting the data;
   collecting warranty record data;
   automatically aggregating the collected data and using knowledge extraction to extract information from the aggregated data;
   providing on-board and off-board diagnosis and prognosis algorithm enhancement using the extracted information, where providing the algorithm enhancement includes using case based reasoning, Bayesian networks, rule data bases or a reasoning engine; and upgrading each vehicle's algorithms using problem information collected from the other on-road vehicles, and using the enhanced algorithms to provide various vehicle services.

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein using the enhanced algorithms includes providing predictive maintenance suggestions to a vehicle owner.

3. The method according to claim 1 wherein using the enhanced algorithms includes providing troubleshooting assistance to technicians.

4. The method according to claim 1 wherein using the enhanced algorithms includes providing design improvement suggestions.

5. The method according to claim 1 wherein collecting data from the service shops includes collecting vehicle identification numbers, parametric or abstract vehicle data, root cause data, problem resolution data and maintenance data.

6. The method according to claim 1 wherein collecting data from on-road vehicles includes collecting vehicle identification numbers, parametric or abstract vehicle data and time stamp data.
7. The method according to claim 1 wherein collecting warranty data includes collecting vehicle identification numbers, parametric or abstract vehicle data, root cause data and labor codes.

8. The method according to claim 1 wherein the automatic data aggregation and knowledge extraction includes using an algorithm selected from the group consisting of association rule learning and support vector machine learning.

9. The method according to claim 1 wherein collecting data from on-road vehicles includes collecting data continuously from on-road vehicles or collecting data only when a potential problem is identified on the vehicle.

10. A method for collecting and analyzing vehicle data, said method comprising:
    collecting data from service shops, including vehicle identification numbers, parametric or abstract vehicle data, root cause data, problem resolution data and maintenance data;
    collecting data from on-road vehicles using wireless communications, where the vehicles use a microprocessor for monitoring and transmitting the data;
    collecting warranty record data;
    aggregating the collected data and using knowledge extraction to extract information from the aggregated data; and
    providing on-board and off-board vehicle diagnosis and prognosis and failure prediction using the extracted information, wherein the on-board diagnosis and prognosis and failure prediction of each vehicle is upgraded using problem information collected from the other on-road vehicles.

11. The method according to claim 10 further comprising using the extracted information for providing predictive maintenance suggestions to a vehicle owner.

12. The method according to claim 10 further comprising using the extracted information for providing troubleshooting assistance to technicians.

13. The method according to claim 10 further comprising using the extracted information for providing design improvement suggestions.

14. The method according to claim 10 wherein the data aggregation and knowledge extraction includes using an algorithm selected from the group consisting of association rule learning and support vector machine learning.